
LEVEL SHIFTS IN HELIUM 

corrections contained in (13), were computed with 
a simple Hylleraas function instead of the eight
term function; thus there is no guarantee that the 
value of some of these terms would not change if 
they were evaluated with an eight-term function. 
This is especially true of the orbit-ocbital part 
of the 2nd order relativistic correction, 8 where not 
only the magnitude, but even the sign depends on 
the choice of wave function. Furthermore, one 
should evaluate more correctly the Lamb shift in the 
electric field of the nucleus; this has been done 
so far using screened wave functions. 

As for the relativistic corrections whose sign 
does not depend on the choice of wave function, for 
example the spin-spin part ofthe two and three
body interactions, it may be expected that the use 
of an eight-term Hylleraas function instead of the 
simpler one will not produce a noticeable change 
in the numerical values of these small quantities; 
this is indicated, for example, by the fact that in 
computing ER with various Hylleraas functions, the 

results were found to differ only in the fourth place. 
On the basis of this analysis it may be expected 

that including the effects discussed above will lead 
to agreement between theoretical and experimental 
value for /0 within the limits of experimental ac-
curacy. 

In conclusion the author wishes to express his 
gratitude to Iu. M. Shirokov foc his continued interest 
in this analysis and to V. N. Ts' itovich for check
ing the formula. 
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A new method has been developed for investigating betatron resonances. Parametric 
resonances are- investigated. 

1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

THE equations describing betatron oscillations 
about some plane periodic orbit in a strong 

focussing synchrotron 1 have the following form: 

d2r 1 ( l )2 iJH 
d6 2 + p 21t ar r 

= - - - (P - pH 0)-o - r 1 ( l )2 { 1 (iJH) 
P 21t p iJr 

iJH --z 
i)z 

( 1) 

(2) 

d2z 1 ( l )2 iJH 1 ( l )2 { (iJH) 
d62 - p 21t or z = p 21t H Po + 0 or z 

iJH ~ anH [ rn-lz rn-szs ]} 
- oz r + nf2 arn (n-1)! -3!(n-3)! + ... ' 

where r denotes the radial and z the vertical devia
tion of the particles from their periodic orbit; p (0) 
is the radius of the orbit. The "angle" e changes 
by 2 IT over a period length l ; aH I ()r is the gradient 
of themagnetic field, a (iJH/iJr.) is the error in the 
gradient; 1/P = e/ cp, where p is the momentum of 
the particles. The series of unessential terms in 
(1) and (2) are discarded; we neglect He in the fre-

quency. 
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Let us se:t 

(3) 

r = x (6)<P; (6) exp (iv,6) + x* (6)<P, (6) exp ( -iv,6), 

d cp* 
r~ = x (6)-da' exp (iv,9) + x• (6) d;; exp (- iv,6); 

(4) 

z = y (6)<P; (6) exp (jvz6) + y* (6)<Pz (6) exp (- ivz6), 

where <I> are the Floquet functions with well-
'• z 

known properties 

<Pr.z (6 + 27t) = <Pr,z (6) exp (27ti'l,,z), 

Y,, z is equall to the number of betatron oscillations 

in the length l . This yields 

dx . . ( l )2 1 f (o) 
de + tv,x = t 27t Pw, r v 

(5) 

X{~ (P-pH0)-o(~~)(xf;+x*f,) 

- ~~ (yf; + y*fz)- ~ aan~ [<xt; ~;·t,)n ... ]} ; 
n;;;.2 ' 

dy+. 
d6 l'lzY 

(6) 

= i u7ty: p~z fz (6) {HP, + o (~~) (yf; + y*fz) 

X ~~ (xf; + x*f,) 

(xf; +x*f,)n-i (yf; +y*fz) 
(n-1)! ... ]} ' 

. _ dcf>;,z -<P* dcf>,,z (7) 
-· lWr,z -<Pr,z (]6 r,z ----ci8' 

<Pr.z (6) = l r.z (6) exp (iv,,z. 6); (8) 

fr.z(6) = fr.z(6 + 2-IT). 

It is important to note that E qs. (5) and (6) have 
periodic coefficients with maximum period 2rr M, 
where M is the number of periodic elements. 

2. FIRST RESONANCE APPROXIMATION 

The distance between linear resonances is equal 
to 1/ 2M in the Yr J.l z plane. One of the main 

problems of the theory is to locate the boundaries 
of the so-called safe region between these reso
nances, i.e., a region where the amplitude does 
not exeeed a certain given value. It is therefore 
of the greatest interest to know the values of 
Y,, J.l z which lie on the boundaries of the safe 

region, i.e., sufficiently near to the exact reso
nance values. This allows us to single out the 
resonance harmonics in a disturbance and to neg
glect non-resonance ones in the first approximation. 
Since the disturbance is generally sma 11, this 
operation gives a good approximation. We shall 
show in Sec. 4 how the non-resonance harmonics 
of a disturbance must be treated. The resonance 
equations obtained in this simple fashion in the 
first approximation coincide with the so-called 
"abbreviated" equations obtained by the method of 
Kryslov and Bogoliubov. 2 

An important advance can be made in the method. 
Specifically, it may be noted that with the proper 
choice of variables the resonance equation may be 
written in the form of Hamilton's equation. In all 
cases of practical interest, these variables turn 
out to be the squares of the amplitudes , A, 2 , 

A z 2 , and some phase variables cp, , cp z which 

usually appear in the "abbreviated" equations. 
This is especially useful for finding an integral of 
the motion in the difficult case of many simul
taneous resonances. A remarkable property of the 
Hamiltonian is that it is independent of the angular 
variable tl; ;!.:( = ;!.:( (A 2 , A 2 , m , m ). This 

T z IT Tz 

opens up wide possibilities for analysis. 

3. PARAMETRIC RESONANCE 

On the left and the lower boundaries of the safe 
region (Fig. 1), one can neglect the effect of all 
resonanees except the parametric one. Let us con
sider, for instance, the left boundary. In that 
case the: resonace equations in the first "resonance 
approximation" take the following form (leaving 
out everywhere the index r ): 

dr.pjd6 = 2 (e + aA2- g sin r.p) = a:7e;aA2, (10) 
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where, by definition, 

n 
5 = '1(1)- 2M' 

2rcM 

(12) 

geiY = _ --f!:- \ 8 (iJHjiJr) f2ein6/M dB (13) 
81t Mw .\ H0p0 

0 

i[2 

=-l:l7taMw 

(14) 

It should be stated that we have made use here of 
the general non-linear property of a strong focussing 
ace e lerator 

This is related to the fact that the frequencies v r 

and v z are generally chosen near to each other 

(16) 

Therefore, 
rc 2rc 

~ I<Pr<I>z i2 dB~ ~ I <Pr<I>z !2 dB, 
(17) 

0 rc 

21t 

\ I"' m. 12 iJ3H J '~'r'l'z ars dB= 0. 
(18) 

0 

For this reason, in case of parametric resonance 
(and also for the case of the simultaneous action 
of parametric and external resonance for the same 
degrees of freedom} the variables may be separated 
in spite of the non-linearity of the equations. If 
vr differs considerably from v 2 , then we must use 

e + cx1A~ + cx2 A; 
instead of f + u. A 2 in Eq. (lO), where 

[2 1 
cx2 = ---

8~w 4 I <I> l~ax (19) 
21t 

1 \ iJ3H 
X p ~ ara I <I>,<I>z 12 dB, 

0 

and the canonical variables are now u. 1 A, 2 , u.2 A~ 

A is chosen such that it coincides with the ampli
tude of betatron oscillation. We have discarded in 
(9) and (10) non-linear terms which arise from 
derivatives an HI arn of higher order than the third. 
Computations show that such an approximation is 
permissible as a rule. 

According to (9) and (10), amplitude A sustains 
beats of a much longer period than the period of 
free oscillation 2rrl v. Thus the derivative 1/2dcpd() 
which may be considered constant during the . 
course of a few periods of free oscillations) may 
be considered as the difference between some 
effective "instantaneous" frequency 

'Is= '1(1) + cxA 2 - g sin cp 

and its resonance value nl2 M. 
Equations (9) and (10) yield an integral of the 

motion (20) 

fJt = 2 (s- g sin cp) A2 + cxA4 = const. 

Note that the equations dA 2 I d() = 0 and d cpl d() = 0 
determine a periodic solution for x since according 
to (ll) x is a periodic function of () if A and cp 
are constant. 

Substituting these periodic solutions into Eq. 
(20), we obtain formulas relating U and f : 

a} - ~~ = ( 1 + ; y (21) 

b) - ag~ = ( 1 - ; r 
c) 5'C == 0. 
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Equations (21) obviously define curves on the 
plane (- cd[ I g2, d g) which divide it into regions 
which yield different types of phase diagrams, 
A 2 "" A 2 ( cp, U, f). A simple analysis which we 
shall not c llllTY out here, shows that in the region 
below abed (Fig. 2) the phase diagrams a-e un
bounded (Fig. 3), while in the region inside ebcd, 
the phase diagrams are hounded (Fig. 4). Motion is 

impossible above abc. As for the curves given by 
(21), and which divide out the region, the situation 
is as follows: The phase diagrams for the points 
which lie on eb are simply points (which just 
correspond to periodic solutions); however char
acteristic asymptotic motions appear on be and cd. 
Specifically 

(22) 

aA 2 e: 
----+--1 g g , 

(23) 

sincp-+ + 1 for - ~~ = (-i _I/. 

e: 
g > 1, oc<O; 

aA2 { e: ) --~- 1 +--
g \ g ' 

(24) 

sin cp ~ - 1 for - a; = ( ; + I y , 
e: g<- I, oc>O. 

If the form of the phase diagram is known, it is 
easy to compute A Besides the parabolas 

max 

(21), Fig, 2 shows the lines\ cx.A2 I g 1m ax"" const 

(solid lines). These lines may be obtained in the 
regions of practical importance from the formulas 
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-~- 2 ~~\ (- ae: l)-(aA2)2 l O a:tlt (l e: )2 g2 - g max I a I g - 7 max < - -g'i- < - -g ' 

a:tlt 'aA2 1 ( ae: ) (aA2\2 -- =2- --+ 1 - -) -w::>O· g2 g \min lalg g ;min ' (25) 

a:tlt 2'aA21 1 ae: ) (aA2)2 } a:tlt 
- g2 - = g max \- I a I g + 1 - \ g max - /j2 < O' 

_ag~ =21aA2 \. (-~-l)-1aA2)2 -cxs<O. 
g mm I a I g \ g min (26) 

It should be noted at this point that in addition 
to the main solution given by formula (25) in the 
region - o:. c > 0, there exists a second solution 
which has considerably larger amplitude (dotted 
lines in Fig. 3). If (25) corresponds to d cpl dO 

~ 0, then this second solution corresponds to 
dcpl de § o. Foc this solution the lines 

I oA 2 I g I . = con st have the form: 
m1n 

ad!G 2\aA21 ( ae: 1) -7= gmin -lalg-

- (aA2 )2. ' 
g mm 

-ocs>O, 

0 <-a: < ( 1 -I ; \) 2' 
(27) 

i.e., they are just like (25) for A in the funda-
max 

mental solution. This A . , however,does not coin
mln 

incide with A of the main solution. It may be 
max 

easily verified that the line A = const of the 
max 

main solution must stop at the point of tangency 
with the parabola. Its downward continuation 
turns out to be the line A . = const. of the second 

mm 

solution. This fact becomes more evident if one 
considers for example the curve (Fig. 5) 

_ad!G= 2(_:__ _ 1)\aA21- (aA2)2 (28) 
g2 g g I g ' 

oc<O, s>O. 
The intersection of this parabola with the line 
_ o:. :k( I g 2 = canst yields two solutions. The 
larger one on the right gives A =A . for the se-

mm 

cond solution, while the smaller one on the left 
gives A =A for the main solution. They only 

max 

coincide at the point I o:. A 2 I g I = ( d g) -1, i.e. 

on the line cd. I t follows that if one draws the 
line A =canst for the largest possible ampli-

max 

tude and continues it downward until it intersects 
the abscissa, then the region to the left of this 
line ( for - o:. c > 0) must be forbidden. Indeed 
a large number of particles will be lost in the shaded 
region of Fig. 6 as they reach the second solution 

during the start of the acceleration ( and also 
during scattering). 

The range of the beat amplitude may be charac-

terized by the quantity ~- = A 2 I A 2 . • The 
max mtn 

following relation between d g and e can be ob

tained from Eqs. (25) and (26): 

(29) 

1 _:__1=~+1_~+11aA21 . 
g ~ - 1 2~ g max' (30) 

-cxs< 0; _a~ <O. 
g" 

Another criterion for determining the boundaries 
of the safe region arises from the fact that the 
quantity < U 2 > l/2 must net correspond to an 
amplitude which exceeds some given limiting 
value. In computing < U 2 > , one must take 
account of scattering by the residual gas. 

The Hamiltonian form of Eqs. (9) and (10) per
mits one to calculate the change in amplitude 
resulting from a slow (adiabatic)change inthe 
parameters. The dotted lines in Fig. 2 are adiabatic 
invariants; more exactly, they are defined by 

I= I; I~ A2dcp = const. (31) 
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The integral appearing in (31) is numerically 
equal to the shaded area of Fig. 3 or 4. Figure 2 
clearly shows the behavior of the amplitude for 
slowly varyilng parameters. In particular, the oscil
lations due to synchrotron oscillations in the mo
mentum may he assumed adiabatic even at the start 
of the acceleration. 

Evidently passage through resonance can only 
occur if a. (ddde) > 0. 

4. THE RESONANCE THEORY OF DISTURBANCES 

The effects of non-resonance harmonics can he 
analyzed by the so-called resonance theory of dis
turbance. This theory is based on a substitution 
suggested by liuponov 3,4 Assume for example 
that the equation 

(dx f d6) + ivx = F (6, x, x*) (32) 

has on its right hand side free, linear, quadratic, 
etc., terms with periodic coefficients. We shall 
seek solutions of the form 

x =<I> (6) + s + a1 (6) s + a2 (6) s• (33) 

+ b1 (6) s2 + b2 (6) ss• + b3 (6) s*2 + · · · , 

where <I>' a i ,. b i are periodic functions of e to he 

determined. As for s , this new variable must satis
fy a first approximation resonance equation accurate 
to terms which are quadratic in the disturbance on 
the right side of (32). This requirement, together 
with the periodicity condition, uniquely defines the 
substitution (33). 

The procedure in the next approximation is clear. 
The practical second order effects in the resonance 
equations amount to corrections in the coefficients 
of the equation in the first approximation. This is 
essentially the effect of simultaneous oscillation 
in the momentum !ip/p and other disturbances. 

Non-resonance harmonics produce new resonances 
in higher approximation because of the non-linearity 
of the equation. In practice, however, they generally 
do not play any role. 

The author wishes to express his profound grati
tude to professor V. B. Berestetskii, V. V. Vladi
mirski and L.L. Gol'din for most helpful advice 
and discussions. 
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